No style of architecture blends its building forms and colors better with the surrounding landscape than the French Norman style. This was one of the factors that influenced the builders' committee of the new Sunset Ridge Country Club of East Hartford, Conn., to choose the plans submitted in competition by Isaac A. Allen & Sons over other plans of other local architects.

The clubhouse, recently opened, sits on the highest portion of the club's 160 acre tract with gently rolling terrain in all directions. Full benefit of this factor has been cleverly used in the winning clubhouse design, for plenty of windows and two large porches allow members to absorb the beauties of the country-side from almost anywhere within the building.

Considering first the exterior appearance of the building, it is interesting to notice how monotony has been avoided by varying the contour and treatment of the several wings of the structure. There are differences in the pitch of the roofs; three styles of dormers; differences in the height of the eaves from the ground level; and a variety of wall treatment running all the way from variegated brown and buff brick with whitewashed stone veneer for the more formal units of the Entrance Lobby and the Lounge, to grayish-blue shingles, laid up in the French peasant manner with uneven butts, for the Locker units and Service sections. The Dining-Room and Dining Porch show an interesting treatment of hand riven half-timber work with buff stucco panels white-washed.

The materials, built into the walls present the maximum of color contrast and are carefully selected with particular reference to the landscape as well as to their propriety.

Lobby Is Unique

The various rooms of the first story are grouped around an 18-foot octagonal lobby. They include recreation, service, and locker room units, each being accessible from the main lobby and the grade.

The lobby, on account of its central position, located beneath the tower, is the key to the entire plan and is unique in many respects. Among its interesting features are a spacious main entrance opening, served by two French doors of hand-rived texture, and flanked by side lights of cast-glass. Wood wainscoting of vertical scored cypress, with smooth panels planted on, are stained with French blue, wiped with white; a space is made for a plaster frieze, depicting the events of a day's round spent at Sunset Ridge. The latter are to be worked in plaster, and
wiped in high colors, and will be located on the four principal sides of the octagonal lobby. A simple beam ceiling, framing plain plaster panels of brocaded texture, forms a contrast with the ornamental panels below. Four French segmental plaster arches occur at opposite sides, providing openings to the Lounge and to the Dining Room. Two recesses for member telephone service, and a large window-seat symmetrically opposite, with

All first-floor common rooms are easily reached from the entrance lobby, while the service departments are secluded at the rear of the building.

the entrance door between, complete the features of the lobby.

Fireplace Dominates Lounge

The Lounge measures 28 ft. wide by 58 ft. long. Projecting bays at opposite ends of the room admit ample light; the northern end is made especially attractive by a grand fireplace. The chimney breast extends upward to the 20-ft. ceiling, and is decorated with an unusual treatment of contrasting stones with brick. The ceiling is cut off level at a height of approximately 20 ft. in order to produce the effect of an octagon with the walls in the upper half of the room. An open porch, 15 ft. by 36 ft., opens off the west side of the room. The floor is paved with buff colored cement marked off in rectangles. Posts of rough hand-hewn cypress, stilted on concrete bases, support beams which appropriately frame the pecky cypress ceiling overhead.

An office directly adjoins the entrance lobby; here the ordinary business of the club will be transacted. The kitchen, size 18 ft. by 23 ft., serves the dining-room through a serving hall. A battery of five windows floods the kitchen with northerly light. A dinette, for use by servants, adjoins the kitchen proper. A service hall runs easterly from the kitchen, serving in order a large storage room, servants' toilet and stair hall. In the latter, one flight leads down to the grade, another up to second story servant's quarters. A members' coat room and toilet room, for use by men, are also placed in the service unit; those are accessible from the hall, off the main lobby.

South Wing for Lockers

The men's and women's locker room facilities are housed in a south wing. Here

Because the clubhouse is on a hillside, the basement is well lighted and ventilated. Putting the pro-shop next to the men's locker room is a good touch.
the grade falls away to the rear, permitting a high basement with excellent light and air. The women's quarters occupy the first story of this unit. The dressing room, size 14 ft. by 23 ft., contains wardrobes and lavatories and is convenient for use by guests, as well as by golfers. The ladies' locker room, with present facilities for the accommodation of 50 members, is accessible from the dressing room and has an exit down to the grade. The toilet room may be conveniently reached from the dressing room as well as from the locker room. Several showers, which are in a separate room, are accessible only from the locker room, being placed at the extreme end of this unit.

**Men's Lockers in Basement**

The men's locker room, with present facilities for the accommodation of 150 members, is located beneath the women's quarters. It is accessible by stairs from the entrance lobby, as well as from the grade. A shower room, also toilet and wash rooms, occupy space against the north wall of the locker room unit. Also in this story is a men's grill room located beneath the octagonal lobby, and lighted by large areaways, having steel sash. Stucco ceiling and walls above the wood wainscoting cap complete the details of the room. A space for future bowling alleys is made possible beneath the lounge.

The professional, Jack Perkins, will occupy a shop 20 ft. by 22 ft. Access to this shop may be gained by stairs from the main hall, also from the grade; this latter arrangement will permit non-members to gain private instruction from the golf professional without the necessity of entering other portions of the clubhouse to reach the shop.

The principal feature of the second story is the director's room located in the tower. The greater portion of this story is given over to bedrooms and baths for the accommodation of overnight guests. The board room size, 18 by 18, on account of its elevated position, will prove very welcome as a private dining room. The servants' quarters are placed directly over the kitchen and are accessible only from the servants' stairs. The balance of the second story in the future will be taken up with four large bedrooms, size 15 by 17, served by two bath rooms. There is also a large storage room directly off from the main hall.

George Westbrook is president of the club and Thomas M. Owen, formerly connected with the Sequin Country Club of Nevington Conn., is manager.

With an approximate expenditure of $4,000 for furnishings and equipment, Sunset Ridge's new clubhouse has been constructed for slightly less than $40,000.

---

**Ridgemoor's Free Sandwiches Boost Club's Bar Receipts**

By JACK FULTON, JR.

FREE lunch, an institution inseparably allied with the old-time saloon days, has tended in the past few years to become little more than a memory. Modern speakeasies sometimes offer a bowl of potato chips and a rather stale heap of pretzels, and boldly term such fodder "free lunch," but those of us who knew the glories of the pre-prohibition saloon's food-counter hardly find its modern substitute adequate. The passing of the tradition is lamentable.

Did you ever stop to analyze the reason for the generous free food the saloons offered? It's not difficult: When a man eats, he wants to drink—and the more he eats, the more he can drink. Business was boosted immeasurably by the simple expedient of having eatables around, salty ones favored.

And now comes a golf club, Ridgemoor C. C. in the Chicago district, with a smart and somewhat modified application of the old-time free-lunch racket to boost its beverage sales in these prohibition days. That the practice is profitable to the club can best be judged by stating that the cost of
the food given away is more than offset by increased bar receipts.

Ridgemoor's "free lunch" is a Saturday and Sunday proposition. On those days, when a member finishes his game and he and his guests enter the club grill, they find a Philippino boy stationed behind a serving table on which is a large hot baked ham, platters of American and Swiss cheese, and a plentiful supply of rye bread.

This food is free. It is served buffet style, the boy making the sandwiches as they are wanted, the member carrying them to a table in the room, where his order for near-beer, the great bulk of beverage orders, is taken. Some carbonated water and ginger-ale is sold, but rye-bread sandwiches mean a malt drink to the palates of most of Ridgemoor's members and as a result the club's sales of near-beer bulk up to a volume that is the envy of other clubs.

Full details of how Ridgemoor follows out its free-lunch plan were supplied GOLFDOM by the club's manager, D. Vincent Laczko, who refuses credit for the original idea, but who has been wholly responsible for the successful operation of the practice.

"We started serving this food in the grillroom about two years ago," he said, "not with the idea of increasing beverage sales, but simply as a service we thought the members would appreciate. And from the first day the success of the scheme has been assured. There is something about a rye-bread sandwich after a golf game that rounds out a day of pleasure like nothing else can do.

"At first only the men had this service, but before long the women golfers began to yell for the same treatment in their end of the clubhouse, and so we gave them their free lunch, too, but Sundays only.

"The sandwiches are available in the men's grill on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays from 4:00 or 4:30 in the afternoon until dinner-time. I make a special point of buying the best hams I can get and I make sure that the meat is in the best possible eating condition by rushing it hot from the kitchen to the grill in time to catch the first of the hungry golfers. And you'd be surprised how quick a whole ham can be sliced and eaten. The two kinds of cheese also available are ordered in limited quantities, but can't hold a candle to the ham in popularity.

"We use about one ham on Saturdays, about 1½ on Sundays (mainly because of the women's share) and on those rare occasions when some of the meat remains, I find no difficulty working it into the menu the following day. Last season the food given away cost the club $355 from the opening of the golf season in April until the middle of November. That works out about five cents a sandwich. When you take into account the whole-hearted popularity of the custom with our members, that isn't much to pay for a whole season if there were no income return at all.

"But as a matter of fact our beverage sales, particularly near-beer, on which the club makes a profit of at least 12c a bottle, have increased so largely since we began this sandwich service that the food cost is amply taken care of. In 1929, bar sales increased $503.55 over 1928; in 1930 they were $649.88 over 1928 figures. So you can figure that the food used in the sandwiches cost the club nothing at all."

Laczko points out that the benefits to the club do not end here. The very fact that this unusual grillroom service is available has made the club just so much more a show-place in the eyes of the members and undoubtedly has had considerable to do with the very healthy increase in green-fees reported by Ridgemoor in the past two years. While the exact amount the free-lunch idea contributes to this increase is not measurable, its importance is obvious when one is told that members invariably steer their guests into the grill after a game, and proudly invite them to sink their teeth in a ham-on-rye.

From 11:00 to 2:30 on Saturdays and Sundays, Ridgemoor offers grill service almost as popular as the free-lunch available later in the afternoon. Members have a choice of a cold buffet or a hot lunch; either costs the member a dollar.

In the case of the cold buffet, which is by far the more popular during the summer, the member steps up to a long table covered with a fine assortment of cold foods, takes a plate and helps himself to whatever he wants and as much of it as he wants, and carries the food to his table. Meanwhile a waitress has laid out his service and takes his order for coffee and dessert. The hot lunch is served by the waitresses.

They say the way to a man's heart is through his stomach. If the same is true of a golfer's loyalty to his club, Ridgemoor's members must be a well-satisfied lot.
Shower Room Requires Constant Care

By HERB GRAFFIS

Feeding time at the zoo is an hour of profound silence compared with that span from 4:00 P. M. to 6:30 P. M., especially on Saturdays, when the weary golfer wends his way into the showers. Then a sea-lion viewing a basket of fish that puts an end to an eight-day diet is a silent, serene beast as rated by golf club shower-room standards.

“This is the best part of the game” comfortably and loudly proclaim the strugglers whose scoring sins are being washed away. What a spot for a manager to exhibit the attention to details that establish ability amounting to genius! And what a danger zone for the house-chief when the sprays are clogged, when the water is cold or hard to regulate, when the linen supply gives out, when the dressing stalls are untidy, the floors wet and slippery, and when—well, what manager can’t immediately call to mind a score of potential sources of complaint that exist in every locker-room.

Check Up Your Bath Section

One of the New York metropolitan district veteran managers, whose salary runs nicely into the five figures, sizes up this shower-room situation, by saying:

“The trouble with most golf clubhouses is that they are built backwards. The architect starts with a gaudy and over-large lounge and ends up with a bath department that looks like a row of telephone booths made to order for a troupe of midgets. A good part of the time, whether or not the player enjoys his shower, determines whether he is going to enjoy the rest of the club, no matter what else the manager and the staff do to make the member happy.”

The difference in construction expense of a first class golf club bath department and one that is indifferently equipped is so small that usually two years’ maintenance of a second-rate installation makes its cost considerably more than the combined installation and maintenance cost of a good job. There is really no reason, even in these times of squeezing the eagle, for putting in wooden shower compartments, or for installing makeshifts of other building materials, when rustless steel or imitation marble sections are obtainable in stock sizes at low cost. Sanitation certainly should be the key-note of every shower, and this is utterly impossible unless the showers facilitate easy and complete maintenance and have plenty of light and ventilation.

How many cases of so-called “golfer’s loot” have been the result of the infection bred in soaked wood partitions, “duck-board” shower floors, and constantly moist floors in the neighborhood of the showers there’s no way of telling, but the total must be alarming.

Brag About Soft Water

Many well-conducted clubs have water softeners for their shower supplies. Especially in territory where water is noticeably hard is such equipment something that the club members appreciate and brag about. In Pittsburgh, Pa., for instance, the Field Club has water softening equipment, and when a guest gets under this soothing spray he wants to park there. One frequently overlooked item in bath
department operation is the condition of the brushes. When showing any signs of hard wear, they should be replaced. During their service they should be subjected to frequent sterilizing baths.

Replacement of the old untidy duck-board bath "mats" by sponge rubber mats has been almost general at the better clubs. A generous supply of high-quality toilet articles also is becoming the general thing. In the old days the talcum powder and soap too often were items picked up from job lots with which some club member was stuck. Today, the toilet articles in the men's and women's bath departments of well run clubs compare favorably with the supplies in barber and beauty shops.

Women's Department Important

Women are even fussier than men about the way in which their bath departments are constructed and maintained. There is a happy medium between sheer daintiness and utility, and the policy of operation of women's bath departments should take this middle road.

Adequate Sewage Disposal Plant Essential for Clubhouses

By R. F. MacDOWELL
Civil Sanitary Engineer, Cleveland

The club director or manager who has had responsibility in connection with the building or operating of a golf clubhouse well knows that there is a distinct problem involved in the proper treatment and final disposal of sewage and other liquid wastes from shower baths, toilets, kitchen sinks and other drains. If a municipal sewer is available within reasonable distance of the clubhouse the problem is an easy one. But usually the golf course is located outside municipal limits and is considerably removed from a sewerage system, so that a separate disposal system must be provided. It is the purpose of this article to outline the factors which are involved in the problem and in its solution, with the hope that the suggestions made will be of assistance to those contemplating either building a new clubhouse or making improvements to the present structure.

A large amount of water is used daily in a golf clubhouse and this water, when mixed with sewage and other wastes, must be collected by means of a sanitary sewer and thence conducted to the proper site for treatment and final disposal. The required degree of treatment or purification of the sewage will depend upon the size and constancy of flow of the stream, together with the extent of development of the adjacent territory and the use of the stream below the sewer outlet.

At the outset it should be understood that, as is usually recognized by the golf club architect, proper treatment and disposal of sewage calls for the services of a sanitary engineer, working either through the architect or directly for the club, and
unless the architect's office has such a man in his organization such services should be otherwise arranged for.

Character of Liquid Wastes

In general, the liquid wastes from a clubhouse consist of sewage from toilets, waste water from lavatories, bath tubs, kitchen sinks, shower baths, laundry machinery and tubs, and floor drains, and cooling water from refrigeration and other machinery. Although less than one per cent of sewage is putrescible organic matter, it is this small amount which creates the entire sewage disposal problem and calls for careful consideration from a sewage treatment standpoint. All water from roof and foundation drains, and all boiler drainage, should be discharged into a storm sewer which should be a pipe line separate from the sanitary sewer if the sanitary waste is to be treated before final disposal. Also, water used for cooling of refrigerators and other machinery should be kept out of the sanitary sewer. It is often worth while, in the interest of economy, to pump this water into the hot water plumbing system as its temperature is considerably raised by the cooling operation, thus effecting a saving in fuel and reducing the quantity of water consumed by the club as well as the quantity of sewage to be treated.

The character of the sewage from a clubhouse, though varying considerably at different times of the day and week, is in general not dissimilar from municipal sewage. It usually contains, however, an excessive amount of soap from the shower baths, which complicates the problem of treatment. Shower bath water should always discharge into the sanitary sewer, for soapy water will cause a nuisance as quickly as toilet water if discharged in the open without treatment.

Even more important is the greasy waste from the kitchen sinks. If allowed to flow through the plumbing pipes to the sewer without first intercepting the grease, these pipes will soon fill with grease and become clogged. A grease trap, of adequate size and water cooled, should be placed on each kitchen sink drain, and located as near as possible to the sink. This trap should be easily accessible and the grease should be removed at least twice each week. Usually the grease trap can be placed in the basement immediately under the kitchen sink which is on the floor above.

The quantity of liquid wastes to be handled must be known before the sewage treatment plant can be designed. This quantity will vary considerably, depending upon several factors. The membership of the club, partial indication of the probable flow, must be considered along with the character of the club, completeness of clubhouse facilities (including number of plumbing fixtures) kitchen and dining-room capacity, and use made of the clubhouse. Also, sewage flow will fluctuate widely for different days of the week and different hours of the day, depending upon the number of golf players and the resulting use of shower baths and other facilities. Heaviest flow will, of course, be on Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. This fluctuation of flow also somewhat complicates the problem of sewage treatment.

Quantity of Wastes

To illustrate the wide variation in the quantity of flow, the following figures are given, showing the week-day sewage flow measurements from three representative golf clubhouses in the Cleveland district.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clubhouse</th>
<th>Number of members</th>
<th>Normal weekday attendance</th>
<th>Number of employees</th>
<th>Sewage flow—Normal weekday—</th>
<th>Per member attending club normal weekday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mana-kiki - Pepper Pike, Try Club.</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table shows very clearly that it is not safe to assume a per capita daily sewage flow without careful consideration of the factors affecting such flow.

Disposal of Sewage

Having determined the character and quantity of sewage, we are ready to consider the best method of disposal. Assuming that a city sewer is not available, the clubhouse sewage must be discharged into a water-course, after sufficient and proper treatment to insure freedom from nuisance below the sewer outlet. If a large stream is available it is sometimes possible to discharge the sewage without treatment, but such a condition rarely exists. If the stream is of fair size, so as to effect reasonable dilution of the sewage, the treatment plant may consist of a septic or settling tank alone, in order to reduce the heavy suspended matter and thus prevent a sight and odor nuisance along the stream banks below the outlet.
In most cases, however, only a small water-course or a ditch is available and this is almost if not entirely dry during periods of hot dry weather, just when the greatest use is being made of the club and the sewage flow is hence heaviest. Under these conditions sewage from the clubhouse must be completely oxidized and stabilized before final discharge in order that it will not contaminate the stream and cause conditions detrimental to health and comfort. This is accomplished by a settling process in a septic or settling tank, followed by some form of filter to remove the organic matter, the type depending on the location of the plant, the topography, the soil, and other conditions.

**Selecting a Plant Site**

The selection of the site involves several considerations. Although the plant can be built entirely underground it must be accessible by means of manholes and there is thus some danger of nuisance from odors. The site should accordingly be well removed (at least 500 feet) from the clubhouse or any of the greens or tees. The elevation of the ground should be such as to permit gravity flow to the plant in the sewer from the building and must slope sufficiently to permit the necessary head, or fall, through the plant. If sufficient head, or fall, is not available the sewage must be pumped at the most convenient and economical location. This pumping can be made automatic. A site along the nearest water-course or ditch is usually best. After construction the plant should be screened with shrubbery especially if any part of it is exposed at the surface of the ground.

**Septic Tank**

The septic or settling tank is usually a covered concrete tank, of either a single or a two-story (Imhoff) design. In the latter type the upper story is a trough through which the sewage flows under which is the "sludge" compartment where the bacterial or septic action takes place. No chemicals are required for any type of settling tank. The total capacity of the tank should be approximately equivalent to the average flow for one day. The usual commercial type septic tank is inadequate in capacity and costs more than a tank built in place. The function of the septic tank is to break up and remove by settlement all settleable solid matter in the raw sewage. This constitutes roughly about half of the organic matter, the remainder being suspended matter which must be removed by the secondary or filtration process.

Sometimes a coarse iron bar screen is placed in a small chamber in the sanitary sewer just ahead of the septic tank, for the purpose of catching rags and other waste which would be harmful to sewage treatment. But experience has shown that this screen is liable to cause more trouble than good and it may be safely omitted.

**Secondary Treatment**

The type of secondary, or oxidizing treatment to be used will depend on the size of stream receiving the plant effluent, the quantity of sewage flow, topography of
site, and character of soil. With all types the purpose is to aerate and oxidize the tank effluent by providing conditions suitable for the growth of the proper kinds of bacteria. By this means practically all of the putrescible organic matter in the sewage is finally removed.

**Sand Filters**

Sand filters, if properly designed and constructed, will give the most complete purification. These may be built either at the surface or buried beneath a layer of topsoil, and should consist of two units so that either unit may be temporarily cut out of service for repairs. If the sub-surface filters are used their area should be about twice as large as with the surface units, on account of the reduced aeration effect underground. In either case the filters should be comprised of under-drains laid in gravel or crushed stone, over which is placed about 24 inches of a clean, graded, coarse sand with sufficient distribution piping over the surface to carry the sewage uniformly to all parts of the filter. With the sub-surface filters the distribution piping should be laid in gravel or crushed stone. Over the entire surface should then be placed a four-inch layer of straw to separate the filters from the topsoil. A 12 to 18-inch layer of soil may be placed at the surface. The distribution piping should be well ventilated by means of four-inch riser piping leading to the surface, the tops of which are protected with hoods or screens.

Between the tanks and filters there should be built a “dosing” tank, of covered concrete construction, containing siphons, the function of which is to hold back the tank effluent until a sufficient volume of sewage has accumulated in the dosing tank to fill the distribution piping and thus insure uniform filtering action by all parts of the filter. Also, between doses, the filters will have an opportunity to become aerated, which is most important for the purification process.

**Lath Filters**

Another type of filter which has recently come into the field makes use of common building lath for filtering purposes. It has the advantage of being low in cost and accessible for close control of the treatment process. With this type a covered concrete chamber is provided within which is constructed one or more columns of lath four to six feet high and of predetermined area, to serve as the filtering medium. The lath in each layer are placed in parallel rows, spaced two lath-widths apart, with adjacent layers laid at right angles to each other. The effluent from the settling tank is discharged over the top surface of the lath columns by means of a “tipping trough” so designed that it will automatically tip and spill its contents over the surface when full. The sewage then percolates down through the lath column being aerated and also purified by bacterial action on the way. The effluent is conducted to a secondary tank where it gets final settling before discharge into the stream.

The settleable matter, called “sludge,” must be removed from the bottoms of the settling tanks, either by discharge (1) directly into the outfall sewer below the plant during periods of freshet flow in the stream, (2) into tank wagons whence it is hauled away, or onto small surface sand filters. The latter method, though effective, is not desirable as it is unsightly.

**Percolating Filters.**

Crushed stone or slag is sometimes used for the filtering process, the tank effluent being sprayed over the surface of the stone by means of fixed nozzles. Although this method is effective, it requires considerable attention in order to keep the nozzles from becoming clogged. Odors are sometimes noticeable some distance from the plant when atmospheric conditions are right for it.
Subsoil Absorption.

In place of any other type of oxidizing process the tank effluent is sometimes discharged into filter trenches forming a subsoil absorption system. If the soil is unusually porous the sewage is discharged into it by means of small tile or sewer pipe lines, with open joints, laid in trenches over a considerable area, thus allowing the flow to be absorbed by or filtered into the ground. Such area should be properly drained. If the soil is heavy clay, or even partially pervious, this system is not practical, while under the most favorable conditions it is expensive since a large footage of trenches and tile are required in order to prevent clogging.

Chlorination.

The use of chlorine gas as a disinfectant is coming into frequent use in connection with sewage treatment processes. Its purpose is to prevent an odor nuisance both from the plant and the stream below the outlet. Although its application is not always necessary or advisable it is, under certain conditions, very much worth while. The chlorine is applied either to the raw sewage, to the tank effluent or below the plant.

Costs.

From the above discussion it is apparent that the cost of the sewage treatment plant for a country club will vary greatly, and will depend upon the quantity of sewage flow and the type of plant constructed. The cost will range from as low as $1,000 to as high as $16,000, but will usually fall between $3,000 and $8,000 exclusive of sewers or pumping equipment.

Maintenance and Operation.

No matter how simple the sewage plant, it must not be forgotten or its operation neglected after it is placed in use. This is most important if satisfactory results are to be expected. Too often the plant is considered as just another plumbing fixture, to be buried and left to run itself. This is just as sensible as to neglect a piece of machinery and will result in trouble, cost, and nuisance. If the investment in the plant is to be properly capitalized someone must be made responsible for its operation. The tanks should be cleaned out periodically and the filters kept in proper operating condition, including siphons, tipping troughs, and other accessories. Usually not much actual work is required but daily inspection should be made to see that all parts are functioning smoothly. Also where possible the daily sewage flow to the plant should be measured, by means of wires or other devices, in order to see that the capacity of the plant is not being overtaxed.

At some clubs, where the plant effluent must be at all times free from organic matter, technical control of the plant is maintained. By this is meant that the designing engineer or a sanitary chemist is retained, at a nominal monthly fee, to make frequent inspections of the plant and take samples of the effluent for chemical analyses.

In most states the engineering bureau of the state department of health not only approves the detail construction plans for sewage treatment plants but makes frequent inspection of their operation. Such service is worth while and is a protection to the club against faulty design or careless operation.

Conclusions.

In conclusion, and at the risk of repetition, it should be pointed out that clubhouse sewage disposal must not be taken too lightly. Many factors, most of which have been mentioned above, must be taken into consideration if unpleasant sight and odor nuisances are to be avoided and a final effluent obtained which is not detrimental to health and comfort.

"Another Tank Would Have Done the Job"

NEWS items sometimes point a moral. Here is a good example:

Columbus, Ohio.—Three tall, fire-scarred chimneys and a smouldering pile of ashes were all that remained Monday of the fashionable Elks Country Club, located north of the city, which burned Sunday night, with loss estimated at $125,000.

Lawrence Huber, greenkeeper, who lives nearby, called firemen and then, with the aid of Ernest T. Timberlake, house manager, emptied a 30-gallon fire extinguisher on the blaze.

"We almost had it out, and another tank would have done the job," Huber said.

The italics are ours. Make sure you have plenty of fire-fighting apparatus readily available around your clubhouse. Drill your employees in fire-fighting technique. Install a warning siren with a code of easily learned signals to tell the employees the location of the blaze.
Careful Coffee and Tea Making Always Demanded by Members

By R. E. LOVE

In the preparation of coffee in the club kitchen, first select the finest quality possible which appeals to your clientele, purchase it in small amounts, and keep it in airtight containers. Whenever possible, use one pound of coffee at a time. Probably one of the most important precautions is that the water must be boiling before pouring into the urn. Use two gallons of boiling water to each pound of coffee. The mesh of the coffee bag must be finer than the coffee, and unbleached muslin, first soaked in cold water, will suffice. Pour the boiling water over the coffee in the bag, be sure the water is fresh and clean. Then as the water seeps through draw off just as much water as you put in and pour this back over the grounds again. Then allow it to brew for about fifteen minutes, then remove the bag, draw off a gallon of coffee and pour back into the urn, thus insuring even strength.

Be sure and keep the water jacket in the urn three-quarters full of boiling water. When through serving coffee after each meal, draw off all coffee remaining. Then thoroughly scrub urn and faucet with hot water, and then fill with hot water, and allow it to stand for a few minutes. Then draw off this water, and fill urn about half full with cold water and leave until time for next brew when this water is drawn off and the urn rinsed in hot water and the brewing repeated. It is well to keep all tubes, gauges, and faucets absolutely clean with a special brush for that purpose, and also every few days wash the urn with a little sal soda and boiling water, letting this stand for several hours, then thoroughly rinse with scalding water. This process dissolves any remaining coffee oils and aids in sweetening the urn. After the coffee is brewed remove the bag at once and wash out all grounds with cold water, and keep it submerged in cold water when not in use. Never mix old and new coffee, or allow a brew to last more than two hours. It is good policy to make small batches of coffee at frequent intervals, remembering that fresh and well flavored coffee is a decided asset.

Coffee should be bought in small quantities as needed, freshly roasted and ground. Coffee quickly deteriorates after being ground unless kept in airtight containers. Also very hard alkaline waters have a deteriorating effect on the taste of coffee. We might note here that the stimulating property of coffee is due to the alkaloid caffeine, together with an essential oil. Like tea, it contains an astringent.

Telling Good from Poor Coffee

It is not an easy task to determine the difference between a good coffee and a poor coffee by simply looking at the bean. Specialists can discern a lot just from its appearance, but not even the expert buys his coffee from the appearance only. He also carefully tests the aroma, flavor, and cup quality of the coffee after it has been brewed. This is especially true since some coffees make an excellent appearance in the bean, and a very poor cup of coffee, while vice versa, some coffees that make a very poor appearance in the bean, as Mocha, result in an excellent cup of coffee.

The so-called "instant" or soluble coffees on the market are manufactured from a concentrated liquid coffee from which the water has been evaporated. This evaporating process results in small minute brown crystals, resembling in appearance pulverized coffee, which are soluble in either hot or cold water. The flavor of these soluble coffees varies with the quality of coffee employed, and the methods used in its preparation.

For particular coffee drinkers, an extra fine cup may be made by placing the coffee in a strainer in a pot over the range and boiling water is gradually filtered over it. If it is desired stronger, it may be re-filtered. In making coffee for one allow about 2 tablespoonfuls to 1 cup of water. To make a small pot of coffee, mix 1 cup of ground coffee with one egg slightly
beaten, and crushed shell. To $\frac{1}{2}$ of this amount add $\frac{1}{2}$ cup of cold water. Turn into a scalded coffee-pot, add 1 pint of boiling water, and boil for 3 minutes. Let stand on back of range for 10 minutes, and then serve.

Something About Tea

It is now in order to say a few words concerning tea and its preparation. First quality tea is made from young whole leaves. From analysis it has been found that tea is rich in protein, but taken as an infusion acts as a stimulant rather than as a nutrient. The nutrient is gained from the sugar and cream served with it. The stimulating property is due to the alkaloid theine, together with an essential oil; and it also contains an astringent—tannin.

In purchasing tea, buy only in small amounts as needed, and purchase good standard grades. Keep in a cool, dry place. In the making of tea, freshly boiled water should be used at all times because, if below the boiling point, the stimulating property, theine, will not be extracted. Long cooking renders a flat and insipid product on account of the escape of its atmosphere gases. Tea should be always infused, never boiled. Long steeping destroys the delicate flavor by developing a larger amount of tannic acid.

In the preparation of tea, first scald an earthen or china teapot. Put the tea in first, in the individual tea bag, and then pour on the boiling water. Let stand for about five minutes, remove the tea bag, and serve immediately with or without sugar and cream as desired. Or, as is the more common practice, it may be served as soon as the water is poured over the tea bag, leaving the removing of the bag to the discretion of the patron.

Big Profits in Iced Tea

A very profitable, popular, and attractive drink is iced tea. Large iced tea bags may now be purchased of excellent quality at the wholesale price of only 9¢ each. This 2 oz. bag is capable of making three gallons of fine iced tea. The final amount produced is even more than that when the ice used is figured in. Therefore, figuring 12 glasses to the gallon, a minimum number of 36 glasses is made from 9¢ worth of tea or four glasses for 1¢! When the cost of the lemon, ice, sugar and mint leaves is added, and also the water, we can still produce a fine glass of iced tea at less than $\frac{1}{2}$c a glass.

In making iced tea, first scald the container, then put in the iced tea bag, and pour freshly boiling water slowly over it, while turning the bag over several times to insure full and even strength. Allow to stand about ten minutes according to the strength desired, then remove the bag, and it is ready to pour into the glasses filled either with crushed or cubed ice. While cubed ice takes a little longer to cool the tea, it makes a more attractive drink than the quickly melting crushed ice. However, make sure that the cubed ice is clear, clean, and pure. Then add a quarter lemon, and a sprig of mint leaves for a unique flavor, and sugar as desired, and you have a most refreshing and attractive drink.

Cocoa is an invigorating and healthful drink, and is becoming a more popular beverage every day, especially in the colder climates. Many chefs prefer the paste method for making cocoa and hot chocolate, but the writer believes that the dry method results in a finer flavored and smoother drink than the former. For the finest cocoa, use only milk, no water. First thoroughly mix the dry cocoa, and sugar, one part to two, or more or less according to strength desired, then bring the milk nearly to the boiling point, stirring to prevent scorching. Then slowly add the dry mixed cocoa and sugar through a fine sieve, stirring constantly to make an even mixture. Next a little marshmallow paste may be added to improve the flavor, then let boil to top of pan just once. Remove from the fire and add a little vanilla extract flavoring. Pour into a pitcher or cup through a fine sieve, add a little stiffly whipped cream, or a marshmallow, and you will have the finest cup of cocoa you have ever tasted.

St. Patrick’s Day Lunch

As an especial feature of the food section of GOLFDOM this month the writer has prepared a menu for St. Patrick’s Day luncheon. With a little advance advertising listing a special tournament on that day as well as the following inexpensive but attractive set-up to be served in the club restaurant, much goodwill as well as increased patronage may be brought about.

**ST. PATRICK’S DAY MENU**

Steamed Filet of Halibut

New Potatoes Parsley Sauce

Buttered Peas

Shamrock Biscuit Green Pepper Salad

Lemon Iceburg Shamrock Cakes

Coffee
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CLUBHOUSE SECTION
As is to be expected, green is the predominating color scheme running throughout the menu. The fish may be put in a cheese cloth in a strainer and steamed for twenty minutes. One must observe extreme care in connection with the time and temperature of steaming fish, as a large protein content is lost if not careful. There is not so much connective tissue as in beef, so the fish cooks in less time. In mashing the potatoes, add the hot milk gradually while stirring constantly. 

The peas, if not fresh, should be opened before preparing the luncheon, so as to aerate them so they may recover some of the lost oxygen. Heat slowly and then add hot soft butter. Shamrock biscuit are made with three little biscuits about an inch in diameter, placed together in the form of a shamrock. Make sure the lettuce and cucumbers are ice cold, crisp, and fresh before preparing. For the cake, use a standard medium cream pie recipe, which when spread with a pretty green icing, and a nifty design done with the white icing gun, will make a very attractive as well as a palatable dessert. Then with the addition of the ever delicious lemon iceburg, a most delightful St. Patrick's day menu is completed.

Ten Pointers for New Club Organizers

E. BUTLER, Board Member of Eagle Waters Golf Club, Eagle River, Wisconsin recently listed ten important things to be watched when organizing a new club. They are: (1) Secure a general golf architect. (2) Secure a real business man for manager and install modern accounting methods and labor-saving machinery. (3) Engage a competent greenkeeper. (4) Engage a golf teacher of ability and beware of bums who call themselves golf professionals and managers. (5) Make all mistakes on paper before building. (6) Sell 50 per cent more memberships than you ultimately expect to retail. (7) Build only what you can pay for; keep out of debt; establish a budget and keep within it. (8) Have a qualified public accountant familiar with golf club operations open the set of books and have periodic audits and reports in full detail. (9) Do not build for minimum requirements: anticipate. After installing a greens sprinkling system, for instance, be careful to install mains sufficient to sprinkle fairways as well at some future time. (10). Do not tolerate disturbers.

Managers, Pros, Greensmen in Harmony Plan

Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 23.—Officials of the Club Managers association, the Professional Golfers association and the National Association of Greenkeepers met at Long Vue C. C. today to establish definite policies of close co-operation between each organization and its members. Prospects indicate that representatives of each association will be appointed to executive boards of the other bodies, the idea being an interlocking effort for the extension of business operation at golf clubs, and recognition and advancement of the three department heads.

Observers of golf's business development see in this harmony move bright prospects of club operating methods and policies that will sharply reduce the expenses of lost motion and friction. Furthermore it is thought that the agreement of the department heads will hasten the day when the U. S. G. A. will accord recognition to the managers, greenkeepers and professionals in their executive councils.

Complex problems of country club operation have involved the department heads in a situation that is penalizing many of them and which was partially responsible for the conference. The department heads frequently work under conflicting instructions from officials who have unsound ideas of club operations. When the inevitable and unfortunate outcome is viewed the department head is held responsible, without having had the opportunity to exercise his offices in conducting or planning the work.

Interchange of employment data between the greenkeepers, managers and professionals also is expected to result from the plans made at this conference.

TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON ROTO WASHER

Detroit, Mich.—Roto Golf Ball Washer improvements just announced by S. A. Cogsdill, president of the Cogsdill Manufacturing Co., include a larger tank for the solution, a sealed, fool-proof top and a ball ejector. The makers are guaranteeing both the washer and the brushes for two years.

In laying out a golf course, do not forget that the heaviest play will be in the late afternoon when the sun is low in the west.